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Introduction
The advent of high resolution Fourier transform interferometers has considerably improved the quality of the measurement of line profiles, and in particular the determination of their spectral positions. The wavenumbers of the rovibrational lines of the 2-0 band of CO were proposed as standards in 73Gue with a derived value of the velocity of light, considered as a good check of the accuracy of these data. Additional checks, bringing additional confidence, were performed by comparing the positions of the lines of the 10 pm band 00°1-[1000,0200]~~ of COz measured by heterodyne techniques (74Pet) and by the same Fourier transform interferometer (82Gue). One year later heterodyne measurements were made on the 2-0 band of CO (83Pol), and Fourier spectra of the 10 pm band of C02 and of the 1-0 band of CO (83Jen) were recorded. These two independent experiments revealed that the claimed accuracy of the previously given Fourier wavenumber standards was overestimated, and that they had to be slightly lowered by about 0.5 lV3 cm-I. This was confirmed in 1985 by an extensive Fourier transform experiment (85Bro) where more details about these developments can be found. These discrepancies between measurements from several sources have long been unexplained. This is one of the essential reasons why the present W A C working group "Unified Wavenumber Standards" was constituted in order to provide accurate wavenumber standards by combining complementary talents and tools to track the systematic errors. Extensive heterodyne frequency and Fourier wavenumber measurements have been performed. Independent measurements of the same spectral features and critical comparisons of the various softwares used for their data processing have been realised. Also, the instrumental origins of the initial discrepancies are now better understood (90Kou). The result of this work is that the wavenumber standards presented in this document are given with uncertainties ranging from *l x 1v3 cm" to rtl x 10" cm-'.
Heterodvne freauencv standards.
The most accurate heterodyne frequency measurements are obtained with saturated absorption. In comparison, heterodyne frequency measurements of Doppler-limited lineshapes generally carry larger uncertainties. Our evaluation of the frequency standards to be used for calibration of infrared spectra are given in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively for saturated absorption and for Doppler-limited frequency determinations. These two tables have a similar presentation. For convenient comparison with Table 3 , fiequencies have been converted to wavenumbersl . The two first columns give, in the order of increasing lower spectral limit, the spectral limits v" 1 and V Z in cm" of the domain of the measurements. The third column reports the lowest and highest uncertainties dv" (in the form of the author's experimental Conversion from M H z to cm-' is obtained by dividing by 29 979.2458. uncertainties) of the measured line positions. Columns 4 and 5 respectively indicate which molecule1 is concerned and in which publication the measured frequencies may be found2. Most often these papers provide also calculated frequencies which generally make a better coverage of the spectral range for calibration purposes than the experimental data. Almost all tables here refer however only to the measured transitions. Figures 1 and 2 give a graphical representation of the spectral coverage of the data reported in Tables 1   and 2. Recommended waven u m ber standards Our recommendations are summarized in Table 3 . The adopted presentation is the same as for Tables 1, 2, with an additional column reporting scaling factors calibrated by the heterodyne frequency standards. The line positions given in the corresponding references, are corrected when the corresponding wavenumbers are multiplied by this scaling factor. Almost all3 quoted references give extensive information. The recommended data have been generally determined using Fourier transform interferometers. A notable exception4 is the book 91Mak, which reports calculated wavenumbers derived from heterodyne frequency measurements5 .
Complete experimental spectral maps are provided in the three books 86Gue, 93Ger and 93Gue and in the two papers 90Mor, 92Mor. Extensive calculated spectral maps are also provided in the book 91Mak. A selection of the best lines for calibration purposes is given in 91Mak according to calculated uncertainties without evaluating possible line overlappings. In the two books 86Gue and 93Gue a selection of the best transitions has been also performed. It is made according to the symmetry of the experimental profiles and its invariance with pressure and absorbing path conditions. Figure 3 gives a graphical representation of the spectral coverage of the data reported in Table 3 .
Conclusion
As shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3 which summarise the content of Tables 1, 2 and 3, the spectral range from 4 to about 5 000 cm-' is now provided with standards with uncertainties ranging from *1 x 10" cm-' to *1 x 10" cm-' . In contrast, in spite of some encouraging results (94deL), the near infrared range from 5 000 to 10 000 cm" still dramatically suffers from the lack of such high quality frequency measurements needed for the establishment of wavenumber standards.
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In the column "Molecule" the isotopomers are not specified. The content of Tables 1 and 2 is not filly exhaustive. However, the data which have not been retained either have been remeasured by work reported in these tables, or are of no practical use for calibration purposes, as for instance those reported in 87Leo concerning the unstable NaH molecule.
More precisely; 85Br0, 85Joh, 85Tot. 86Gue, 86Tot. 87Tot, 90Mor, 91Mak 91Tot1, 91Tot2, 92Mor, 92Tot, 93Ger, 93Gue, 930rm. 93Totl,93Tot 2,93Tot3,93Tot4,94Totl, 94Tot2,94Tot3.
Calculated frequencies of 0 2 corresponding to the m d a t a cited in Table 1 may also be found in 91Mak. These frequency measurements are cited in Tables 1 and 2 . Table 3 Recommended wavenumber standards The absolute uncertainty of the measurements is f dv" . The absolute uncertainty of the measurements is f dV" .
brought by this scaling factor on the corresponding measurcrnents. Table I . Spectral ranges are sequentially displayed above each other according to their lower spectral limit, as indexed in the corresponding table.
Spectral range in cm"
Figure 2: Spectral coverage of the data given in Table 2 . Spectral ranges are sequentially displayed above each other according to their lower spectral limit, as indexed in the corresponding table. de Labachelerie, M., Nakagawa, K., Ohtsu, M.: Ultranarrow 13C2H2 saturated absorption lines at
